Temperature monitoring of the tube metal temperature (TMT) of cracking furnace tubes is essential to the normal production of ethylene. However, the existing infrared temperature measurement technology has certain defects in the accuracy of temperature measurement, the accuracy of temperature discrimination of overlapping furnace tubes and the technical cost. In view of this, this paper proposes a novel measurement and processing method. In this method, our team developed a new generation of intelligent temperature measurement devices for measuring TMT, and proposed an intelligent temperature processing algorithm based on machine learning and neural network running on this intelligent temperature measurement devices. This method not only realizes the automatic measurement of TMT, reduces the workload of operators, but also improves the accuracy of measuring TMT and the accuracy of overlapping tube identification. In addition, this method also reduces the technical cost of TMT measurement to some extent. Finally, by comparing the TMT data measured by different methods, it is proved that the proposed method has better performance level than other methods.
accurate because the thermocouple is in close contact with the measured object, but it will affect the temperature field distribution of the object. Moreover, the thermocouple is easily to damage or temperature drift at high temperatures [15] , which brings difficulty to the operational control of the cracking process.
In the field of non-contact temperature measurement, the most widely used method is to manually measure the temperature of furnace using a hand-held infrared pyrometer [16] , which is measured through the observation window of the cracking furnace. However, the temperature around the observation windows is extremely high and it is difficult to manually measure, and the method has the disadvantages of low accuracy, strong randomness, limited number of tubes measured at one time. Fu et al. [17] used infrared thermal imager to measure the surface temperature of the furnace tubes through the fire window. Although the infrared thermal imager has the advantages of fast response speed and wide temperature measurement range, it is vulnerable to damage because it is too close to the furnace when measuring. In addition, infrared thermal imagers are expensive. Tang et al. [18] developed a real-time online monitoring system for surface temperature of furnace tubes based on infrared colorimetric temperature measurement technology, which realized the global monitoring of temperature field of the cracking furnace tubes. However, it required an endoscopic hightemperature spectrum monitoring probe to be used in the cracking furnace to collect the heat radiation image of the furnace tubes. In order to maintain the normal operation of the system, liquid nitrogen is needed to cool the probe, which leading to high costs of installation and maintenance. In [19] , a method and a measuring device for discriminating the temperature between the tube and the wall of ethylene cracking furnace are proposed, which realizes the automatic measurement of the temperature of furnace tubes. On this basis, a temperature processing algorithm was then proposed [20] , which realized the extraction and calculation of the TMT of each cracking furnace tube in the original measured temperature data. However, the data selection rules for temperature calculation in this method are based on human experience and lacked certain theoretical rigor. In addition, in the longterm temperature monitoring process of cracking furnace tubes, it would be found that the tubes often have mutual occlusion and overlap, as shown in Figure 1 . The existence of this condition will largely interferences with the accurate extraction of the temperature of each tube. The overlapping furnace tube discrimination rules which in [20] are also based on human experience, and cannot adapt to a variety of furnace tube overlap conditions.
In response to the shortcomings in the above research, our team developed a new generation of intelligent temperature measuring devices, which are upgraded versions of the devices in [19] , as shown in Figure 2 . The control system uses a new embedded processor with Cortex-M7 core. On this basis, this paper proposes an intelligent processing algorithm for calculating TMT based on machine learning and neural network, which runs on the intelligent temperature measuring devices. The method mainly makes the following three contributions:
1) A method for identifying overlapping furnace tubes of cracking furnace based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) is proposed, which realizes high accuracyrate discrimination of overlapping furnace tubes. 2) The CNN-based identification method is realized transplantation and application in the intelligent temperature measuring devices by using the fixed-point technology.
3) A TMT calculation method is proposed based on
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), which improves the accuracy and theoretical basis of calculating the TMT.
II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF THE INTELLIGENT TEMPERATURE MEASURING DEVICES
The new generation of intelligent temperature measuring devices mainly has four parts, as shown in Figure 2 , which are remote control, driving platform, high-precision linear guide and intelligent thermometer. The remote control sends commands to control the movement of the intelligent thermometer and receives data from it. The remote control and the intelligent thermometer use a wireless communication mode based on long-range radio (LoRa), which suitable for industrial environments [21] . The interior of the drive platform integrates a horizontal stepper motor and an electric rotary table to move and horizontally rotate the thermometer on the high-precision linear guide, which is mounted on the horizontal guardrail opposite the observation window of the cracking furnace. The core of the system is the intelligent thermometer, which synchronously measures the temperature and distance, controls the drive platform movement, and extracts and calculates the TMT of cracking furnace tubes. Why does the intelligent thermometer need to measure the temperature and distance synchronously? The purpose is to identify the temperature of the furnace tube more accurately, and the specific principles will be detailed in Part A of Section III. So how to achieve the function of synchronous measurement of the temperature and distance? It relies on the temperature and distance synchronous measurement structure inside the intelligent thermometer, as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows a view of the synchronous measurement structure from the front of the intelligent thermometer. It can be seen that the centers of the laser ranging probe and the infrared temperature probe are on the same vertical line. In this way, the laser beam emitted by the laser ranging probe and the infrared beam emitted by the infrared temperature probe can simultaneously detect the surface of the same object to realize the synchronous measurement of the temperature and distance of the object. Figure 3 (b) shows the mechanical combination of the laser ranging probe and the infrared temperature probe.
In addition, control system of the intelligent thermometer uses a new embedded processor STM32F767VIT6 with Cortex-M7 as its core. Its main frequency is up to 216 MHz and it has a wealth of internal resources to support intelligent processing algorithms. In normal production, the internal temperature of cracking furnace can reach 800-1,200 • C. In order to synchronously measure the temperature and distance of cracking furnace tubes in such ultra-high temperature environment, a MI31002M (Raytek, USA) infrared temperature probe and a LR-TB5000 (KEYENCE, Japan) laser ranging probe are used in the intelligent thermometer.
Moreover, the intelligent temperature measuring devices has been successfully applied to the #1 cracking unit of a super-large petrochemical enterprise in China. The cracking furnace of the #1 cracking unit is USC cracking furnace, and its 3D structure is shown in Figure 4 . The application scenario of the intelligent temperature measuring devices is shown in Figure 5 .
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In the measurement method proposed in this paper, CNN is used to train the overlapping furnace tube identification model, so as to improve the accuracy of the overlapping furnace tube identification. Fixed-point technique is used to convert the weights and activations of the overlapping tube identification model, in order to transplant the model to the STM32F767VIT6 embedded processor. DBSCAN algorithm is used to calculate TMT and improve the stability of TMT measurement of furnace tube.
The implementation of the proposed method requires three steps: 1) the construction of overlapping furnace tube recognition model based on CNN; 2) the transplantation of the identification model to embedded processor; 3) the extraction of furnace tube temperature data and the calculation of TMT based on DBSCAN.
A. CNN-BASED OVERLAPPING FURNACE TUBE IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The temperature and distance data collected by the intelligent thermometer are one-dimensional (1D), and the position of the measured temperature and distance data of furnace tubes in the collected data is one-to-one correspondence. In the experimental stage of the intelligent temperature measuring devices, in order to check the measured data and identify overlapping furnace tubes, the measured 1D data are usually artificially transformed into a more intuitive two-dimensional (2D) histogram. The histogram of partial collected 1D temperature and distance data is shown in Figure 6 , where the abscissa indicates the number of collected data and the ordinate indicates the distance or temperature value.
As shown in the figure, the blue part is the collected distance data, including the distance between the tube and the intelligent thermometer and the distance from the inner wall of the furnace to the intelligent thermometer. The orange part is the collected temperature data, including the temperature of the furnace tube and the temperature of the inner wall of the furnace. It can be seen from the figure that the difference between the temperature of the furnace tube and the temperature of the inner wall of the furnace is small and difficult to distinguish. However, the distance between the tube and the intelligent thermometer and the distance from the inner wall of the furnace to the intelligent thermometer differ significantly. The concave part of the blue area is the distance between the furnace tube and the intelligent thermometer (e.g., part 1), and the rest is the distance from the inner wall of the furnace to the intelligent thermometer (e.g., part 2). Therefore, the principle of using the temperature and distance synchronous measurement method to obtain the temperature of the tube is that since the position of the measured temperature and distance data of furnace tubes in the collected data is one-to-one correspondence, the starting and ending position of each furnace tube can be determined first according to the distance data, and then the determined starting and ending position can be mapped to the collected temperature data to distinguish the temperature of the furnace tube and the temperature of the inner wall of the furnace. In addition, by observing the data of the blue part, it can be seen that the distance data of some tubes has a step change and the number of distance data is larger than that of other tubes, as shown in the red marking box in Figure 6 . The analysis shows that the furnace tubes having such characteristics are overlapping furnace tubes. Therefore, the use of 2D histograms is a very effective way to discriminate the overlapping tube.
CNN is an efficient deep learning model which has been developed in recent years and attracted extensive attention. Especially in the field of image feature extraction and image classification, CNN has strong advantages [22] . Therefore, according to the difference of distance data between normal furnace tube and overlapping furnace tube in 2D histogram, this paper proposes to use a CNN-based method to identify the overlapping furnace tube.
The training of CNN network is usually implemented on the computer side. In this paper, the CNN network structure for training the furnace tube identification model is shown in Figure 7 . It consists of an input layer, three convolution layers, three pooling layers, a fully connected layer and an output layer. The input layer is used to input 2D feature map of distance data of the normal and overlapping furnace tubes, and the output layer outputs their recognition probabilities. The dataset used for CNN training is shown in Figure 8 . The method of generating the 2D feature map of distance data of furnace tube is described as follows:
Firstly, the distance data of all furnace tubes are extracted from the original 1D distance data collected by the intelligent thermometer, and the distance data of each furnace tube is set as a set A i . The set of distance values of the kth furnace tube A k can be represented by Equation (1):
where a n is the nth measured distance value in the set. Secondly, the distance value which with low correlation to the distance feature of the kth furnace tube are removed according to Formula (2), and the set A k is obtained.
where b is a constant equal to 10. Thirdly, the distance value d used to represent the boundary of furnace tube is added at both ends of set A k to get the distance feature set C k of the kth furnace tube, as shown in Formula (4):
where d is equal to 300. Finally, the distance feature set C k is transformed into a 2D histogram form and saved as a 32 * 32 grayscale image, so that the 2D distance feature map of the kth furnace tube can be obtained.
In the process of training CNN network on the computer side, the accuracy of training model is gradually optimized by adjusting network parameters to obtain a model suitable for identifying the overlapping furnace tube.
B. FIXED-POINT AND TRANSPLANTATION OF OVERLAPPING FURNACE TUBE IDENTIFICATION MODEL
In order to make the intelligent thermometer realize the function of overlapping furnace tube identification, this paper realizes the transplantation of the CNN-based overlapping furnace tube discriminant method in its embedded processor. The specific implementation steps are as follows:
Step 1: Transform and transplant weights and activations of the trained model. Due to the limited memory of the embedded processor, the 32-bit floating-point weights and activations of the model trained by CNN on computer side must be fixed-point transformed into 8-bit integer type fixedpoint numbers, and then transplanted into the embedded processor, which can reduce the size of the trained model by 4 times [23] . Moreover, it also saves processor time, as integer arithmetic is much faster than floating-point operations [24] .
The process of converting 32-bit floating-point numbers into 8-bit fixed-point numbers is described as follows: A fixed-point number could be represented as [QI:QF], where QI and QF are respectively the integer and fractional parts. Fixed-point numbers usually include a sign bit of length 1 to indicate whether they are positive or negative. The integer length (IL), the fractional length (FL), the length of the sign bit, and the bit width (BW) of a fixed-point number are related by [25] :
For example, the representation of two different 8-bit fixed-point numbers is shown in Figure 9 .
A rule to automatically determine the required IL is followed when converting a floating-point number to a fixedpoint number. Specifically, it needs to be chose enough length to avoid saturation. Thus, for a given set of floating-point numbers S, the IL S of the set S is given as:
where x means rounding up x, which is any number in S. Hence, for a floating-point number x that needs to be converted to fixed-point type with bit width of N , IL is given as:
And from Equation (5), FL can be calculated as:
Here, the minimum positive number represented by the fixed-point method is defined, i.e., the precision ε of the fixed-point number, and the formula is as follows:
After getting the precision of the fixed-point number, the floating-point number can be converted into an approximate value fixed(x) according to Formula (10), which is an important step before the floating-point number to be fixed. The approximate formula is:
where x is less than or equal to x, and is the largest integer multiple of ε.
In summary, the formula of converting a floating-point number into a fixed-point number is given as follows: where B represents the two's complement form of the approximation value of the floating-point. The fixed-point weights and activations are then added to the embedded processor program to complete the transplantation of weights and activations of the CNN-based trained model.
Step 2: Reconstruct the CNN. CNN implements the reconstruction in embedded processor and applies the fixed-point weights and activations for network calculation, relying on ARM's optimized software kernel -CMSIS-NN [26] , which is specifically used to deploy neural networks on Cortex-M processors. The CMSIS-NN library consists of two parts: NNFunctions and NNSupportFunctions. NNFunctions include the functions that implement popular neural network layer types, such as convolution, fully-connected, pooling and activation. These functions can be used by the application code to implement the neural network inference applications. NNSupportFunctions include utility functions, such as data conversion and activation function tables, which can be used by the application code to construct more complex neural network modules.
Therefore, this paper successfully constructs a CNN of the same structure as shown in Figure 7 by using CNSIS-NN on the embedded processor of the intelligent thermometer.
Step 3: Convert the furnace tube data. The original 1D distance data collected by the intelligent thermometer need to be converted to 2D characteristic data, which are used to input to the reconstructed CNN in the embedded processor. The algorithm to convert from 1D to 2D data is described as Algorithm 1, and the process is shown in Figure 10 .
After the above steps, the CNN-based overlapping furnace tube identification method can be realized on the embedded processor by using the fixed-point weight and activations, the 2D characteristic data and the reconstructed CNN.
C. CALCULATION METHOD OF TMT BASED ON DBSCAN
In order to realize the calculation of TMT, the temperature data of furnace tubes needs to be first extracted from the original collected temperature data. According to the principle of synchronous measurement of the temperature and distance, the extraction of the temperature data of furnace tubes depends on the determination of the starting and ending position and the furnace tube type in the measurement data. Therefore, the specific method for accurately extracting the temperature data of each furnace tube is as follows: Firstly, the starting and ending positions of the distance data corresponding to the normal and overlapping furnace tubes in the original collection distance data should be determined by the overlapping furnace tube identification method. Then, from the determined starting and ending positions, the temperature data of the normal and overlapping furnace tubes are extracted from the original collection temperature data. Finally, the data of the overlapping tubes in the extracted temperature data are segmented, and the temperature data of each tube is obtained. The temperature data distribution of the extracted furnace tubes is shown in Figure 11 .
It can be seen from Figure 11 that a small amount of noise data will exist in the temperature data of the furnace tubes obtained by the method of extracting the temperature data of each furnace tube. The analysis shows that when the infrared beam of the temperature probe just starts to contact or leave the surface of the tube, it can only measure a small part of the surface. At this time, the temperature in the furnace has a great influence on the temperature of the furnace tube, so the measurement result deviates greatly from the actual result. Because of this, a calculation method based on the DBSCAN algorithm is proposed in this paper.
DBSCAN algorithm is a density-based clustering algorithm [27] that divides a region with sufficient density into clusters, and can find clusters of arbitrary shape in a dataset with noise. The cluster is defined as the largest set of data points connected by density. The parameters (Eps, MinPts) in the DBSCAN algorithm are used to describe the tightness of the sample distribution within the cluster. Eps is the cluster radius, and MinPts is the minimum number of points in the cluster [28] . Below we discuss some basic concepts of the DBSCAN algorithm.
Assuming the original sample set is D = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m }, the density-related definitions in DBSCAN are as follows:
1) Eps-neighborhood: The Eps-neighborhood of x j ∈ D is a collection of data points in the range of its neighborhood radius Eps, expressed as: (12) 2) Core object: If the Eps-neighborhood Eps(x j ) of x j ∈ D contains at least MinPts data points, i.e., if it satisfies:
Eps x j ≥ MinPts
then x j is the core object. 3) Directly Density-Reachable: If x i , x j ∈ D satisfy the Formula (14), then the density of x i to x j is directly density-reachable.
4) Density-Reachable: For x i and x j , if the sample sequence p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n satisfies p 1 = x i , p n = x j and the density of p t+1 to p t is reached directly, then the density of x j to x i is said to be density-reachable. 5) Density-Connected: For x i and x j , if there is a core object sample x k such that both x i and x j are density-reachable by x k , then the relationship between x i and x j is said to be density-connected. 6) Noise point: Suppose C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C k is the cluster generated by the dataset D according to parameters Eps and MinPts. Data points in dataset D that belong to no cluster are defined as noise points.
Therefore, the TMT calculation method of the cracking furnace tube based on DBSCAN is as follows.
Firstly, if the temperature dataset of the T th cracking furnace tube is D T = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n }, then the parameters of the DBSCAN algorithm (Eps, MinPts) and the calculation method of the distance between the data in the dataset are set by analyzing the characteristics of the dataset.
Secondly, for the data points in the temperature dataset, the core objects can be found as follows:
Step 1: Find the subsample set Eps(a i ) of data point a i that satisfies the Equation (12) by the selected distance calculation method.
Step 2: If the number of data points in the subsample set Eps(a i ) of data point a i satisfies the Formula (13), the data point a i is added to the core object sample set .
Thirdly, randomly select an unclassified core object ω from the core object set , and find a sequence S T consisting of all the data points that can form a density-reachable relationship with ω. Then, from the Equation (12), the set C T = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . b n } of all the data points in the Epsneighborhood of the sequence S T can be obtained, i.e., the cluster of temperature data of the furnace tube.
Finally, according to the obtained cluster C T of the temperature data, the TMT of the T th cracking furnace tube can be calculated as:
The algorithm to calculate the TMT is described as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Calculation of TMT of Furnace Tube Based on DBSCAN
Input: temperature dataset of tube, D T = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a m } Output: tube metal temperature of furnace tube, TMT 1. Initialize core object collection = Ø 2. For i ≤ m do 3. Find the Eps-neighborhood subsample set Eps(a i ) of sample a i by the selected distance calculation method 4. If |Eps(a i )| ≥ MinPts do 5.
= ∪{a i } 6. End if 7. End for 8. In the core object set , randomly select a core object ω. 9. Find the sequence S T of all the data points that can form a density-reachable relationship with ω. 10. Obtain all the data point set C T in the Eps-neighborhood of the sequence S T from Equation (12). 11. Calculate the TMT as:
Obtain the TMT

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYSIS
The experimental data in this paper were actually collected from the #1 ethylene cracking unit of the super-large petrochemical enterprise by the new generation of intelligent temperature measuring devices. The cracking unit has 11 USC cracking furnaces numbered H-110 to H-120. Each cracking furnace has 48 U-shaped furnace tubes and eight observation windows, and 12 furnace tubes can be observed in each observation window.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, three experiments were carried out and the experimental results were analyzed.
A. DISCRIMINANT MODEL BASED ON CNN FOR OVERLAPPING FURNACE TUBES
A cracking furnace operates in an environment of high temperature, high pressure, and strong vibration. Hence, the position of a furnace tube can change at any time, and the position of a tube measured at different times differs. In this experiment, H-115 cracking furnace was randomly selected as the experimental object. The data sets for the training and testing of the CNN-based overlapping furnace tube identification model were collected in the same operating cycle of the tubes of the H-115 cracking furnace, and the collection frequency was daily. The operating cycle of the cracking furnace tube is the decoking cycle of the furnace tube. Usually, the decoking cycle of the USC cracking furnace is 30 to 80 days [29] . In this experiment, the operating cycle of the H-115 cracking furnace tube was 73 days, and the training and test data were respectively collected in the first 43 days and last 30 days. After the data was obtained, the data were converted into 2D feature maps suitable for CNN training by using the method described in Part A of Section III.
In actual production, the number of overlapping furnace tubes is much less than the number of normal furnace tubes. To ensure the balance of the samples in the training and test sets, the number of samples of normal furnace tubes was reduced to some extent. In addition, in the process of neural network training, it is usually necessary to add a verification set to evaluate the performance of the model under different parameters. Thus, this experiment generates a verification set by randomly dividing a part of the data from the training set. The sample composition is shown in Table 1 .
The training process of the CNN-based overlapping furnace tube identification model is as follows: Firstly, the CNN network shown in Figure 7 was constructed on the computer side using the Caffe deep learning framework. Secondly, the relevant parameters for network training were initialized, for example: 1) base_lr: this parameter indicates the basic learning rate of the network; 2) momentum: the weight of the last gradient update; 3) weight_decay: is a penalty factor for weights to prevent over-fitting; 4) test_iter: indicating the number of tests; 5) max_iter: indicating the maximum number of training iterations; 6) lr_policy: this parameter indicates the learning strategy used to set the base_lr change mode during training. There are several ways to change base_lr:
• fixed: always return base_lr. • step: return base_lr · gamma floor(iter/stepsize) , where iter represents the current number of iterations and stepsize indicates the learning step size.
• exp: return base_lr ·gamma iter , where gamma is a learning rate factor.
• inv: return base_lr · (1 + gamma · iter) −power , where power represents a rate parameter.
• poly: the learning rate follows a polynomial decay, return base_lr · (1 − iter/max_iter) power .
• sigmoid: the learning rate follows a sigmoid decay, return base_lr·(1/ (1 + exp (−gamma·(iter − stepsize)))).
Thirdly, the CNN was trained using the training set, and the verification set was used to judge the effect of the training model as well as to optimize the network parameters. In the experiment, the model was trained by using six different learning strategies: fixed, step, exp, inv, poly and sigmoid, and the curve of the accuracy of the model during the training process is shown in Figure 12 . It can be seen that with the exception of the step and exp strategies, the final accuracy was 99.85%. After the parameters were tuned during the training process, the final parameter settings of the CNN used in this experiment were shown in Table 2 .
Finally, the test set was used to detect the overlapped tube identification model. Through testing, the final accuracy of the overlapping tube identification model was 99.86%.
Due to the imbalance of the experimental samples, the confusion matrix was used as the second evaluation index of the overlapping furnace tube identification model. The confusion matrix obtained from the test set in this experiment was shown in Figure 13 . The precision of the overlapping furnace tube identification model obtained by the confusion matrix is:
The recall rate is:
It can be seen that the model trained in this experiment is very effective whether it is evaluated from the accuracy, the precision or the recall rate.
After training the model on the computer side, the 32-bit floating-point weights and activations of the trained model were converted to generate 8-bit fixed-point numbers that could be quickly run in the embedded processor. As the conversion was complete, then the model was verified again, and the accuracy rate was 99.70%. The accuracy rate and the generated discriminant model were fully consistent with the accuracy rate in actual production.
B. CALCULATION METHOD OF TMT BASED ON DBSCAN
Since the new generation of intelligent temperature measuring devices has the synchronous measurement function of temperature and distance, the temperature raw data used for this experiment were collected by the method described in Part A of Section IV.
In the experiment, the temperature data of each tube was first extracted from the original collected temperature data by the method described in Part C of Section III. The temperature data of four furnace tubes randomly extracted from the cracking furnace H-115 are shown in Figures 14(a) , 14(b), 14(c) and 14(d), respectively.
Next, the key parameters (Eps, MinPts) in the DBSCAN algorithm were set, by analyzing of the characteristics of the temperature data distribution of the furnace tube. In order to make the calculated TMT more accurate, the difference between the data in the cluster of temperature data of each tube should be as small as possible, and the number of clusters should be unique, so the parameter Eps should be set as small as possible, and the setting of MinPts should be as large as possible. Therefore, in this experiment, the range of Eps was set 2 to 8, and the range of MinPts was set 3 to 8. By using multiple sets of temperature data of cracking furnace tubes for comparison experiments, when Eps=6, MinPts=4, the DBSCAN algorithm had the best clustering effect, so the parameters (Eps, MinPts) of the DBSCAN algorithm was set to (6, 4) . The clustering results of four furnace tubes in Figure 14 are shown in Figures 15(a)-(d) , and ε = Eps in the figure. As can be seen from Figure 15 , the clustering results can well remove the noise data in the temperature data. Finally, according to the clustering result, the TMT of the four furnace tubes can be calculated according to the Formula (16) , and the results were 923 • C, 924 • C, 905 • C and 1086 • C, respectively.
As can be seen from the calculation results, the TMT of the furnace tube shown in Figure 15(d) is significantly higher than that of other furnace tubes, and the temperature data distribution of the furnace tube is also different from that of other furnace tubes. By actual production experience, the cracking reaction of the raw material in the furnace tube is an endothermic reaction, the temperature data of the furnace tube is usually smaller than noise data, but if the inner wall of the furnace tube is coked, the coke layer can absorb a large amount of heat, so that the local temperature of the furnace tube is abnormally increased. Therefore, it is analyzed that the furnace tube may be a furnace tube with local coking on the inner wall.
In addition, the intelligent thermometer has passed the test of a third-party authoritative testing institution with CNAS (China National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment) certification in terms of temperature measurement accuracy, and its temperature error rate is ≤ 0.3%. In other words, it has a high temperature measurement accuracy.
C. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT OF DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT METHODS
At present, in the #1 ethylene cracking unit of this petrochemical enterprise, the method used for measuring the TMT is to use the hand-held infrared pyrometer in addition to the method proposed in [20] . Therefore, in order to verify the superiority of the proposed method, this experiment compared it with the method proposed in [20] and the method of using the hand-held infrared pyrometer.
The experimental objects of this experiment were randomly selected as the furnace tubes observed through the third observation window of the H-115 cracking furnace (the temperature distribution of the furnace tube measured from the limited observation range of the window is approximately uniform). The experimental method was to measure the temperature of all furnace tubes observed in the third observation window for 7 times with the above three methods in the same period, and recorded the temperature value of each measurement, and then drew the temperature change curves of the furnace tubes. Finally, the change curves of the temperature of the furnace tubes obtained by the above methods are shown in Figure 16 , Figure 17 , and Figure 18 , respectively.
It can be seen from the change curves that the difference of temperature data measured by the method proposed in this paper is relatively small and the trends of the curves change smoothly. The change curves of temperature data measured according to the method in [20] are generally stable, but there will be a few data points with large deviation. However, the overall trends of the temperature data measured by using the hand-held infrared pyrometer are extremely chaotic, and there are many abnormal data values with large deviations, which exceeds the normal range of variation, as shown in the red circle in Figure 18 . Through analysis, this situation is caused by the instability of the workers' measurements.
In addition, a standard deviation diagram of the temperature data of all furnace tubes measured multiple times by the above three different measurement methods is also plotted, as shown in Figure 19 . The standard deviation diagram reflects the stability of the above three different measurement methods from another aspect, and thus can more intuitively prove that the measurement method proposed in this paper has the best stability and the most reliable in temperature measurement.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As a key reference factor for ensuring the safety of ethylene production, the TMT of the ethylene cracking furnace tube can be of great significance for accurate measurement. In view of the various shortcomings of current measurement methods, this paper proposes a novel measurement and processing method. In this method, our team developed a new generation of intelligent temperature measuring devices for measuring TMT, and proposed a method for calculating the TMT combining with the neural network algorithm -CNN and the machine learning algorithm -DBSCAN. The method is also successfully applied on the intelligent temperature measuring devices. Finally, the experimental results show that the measurement method proposed in this paper not only has a great improvement in the recognition accuracy of overlapping tubes of cracking furnaces compared with the existing methods, but also has a certain degree of improvement in the accuracy and theory of temperature calculation. Moreover, the practical application of the intelligent temperature measuring devices also greatly reduces the labor of the ethylene workers.
Although the measurement method proposed in this paper has been successfully applied to a large-scale petrochemical company, the volume and weight of the intelligent temperature measuring devices in this measurement method have yet to be further optimized, and the battery life of the intelligent thermometer needs to be further improved. In addition, with the rise of edge computing and the proposal of industry 4.0 in recent years, how to apply the intelligent temperature measuring devices in this method to the edge computing network and further realize the intelligence of ethylene industry will become a major challenge in the future. He is currently a Professor with the Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technology. He has published more than 50 articles in refereed journals and conference proceedings. His research interests include cloud computing and machine learning.
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